
A Geography of Belonging

Are we belonging to society or nature? Or maybe the right question is to be formulated
differently?  Well,  yes,  a  different  formulation  will  bring  up  a  completely  different
perspective  on  the  subject.  For  example,  what  we  will  inevitably  ask  ourselves  is
whether we are to submit to a societal or a natural duty. Off course we grow up in the
positivism of a social milieu which turns us to believe that society will in the end find a
solutions to all problems and that socially we will handle our human destiny.

Critically  thinking,  the  quantification  of  power,  capitalism,  is  at  last  the  drive  that
conducts the enterprises of the social members to a constant self-destruction. Are we to
contribut  to  it?  Are  we  to  devote  ourselves  to  this  contracting  utopia  of  a  society
mending her own inflictions. Any automated exploitation is at the source of evil. This
exploitation now has reached the very soul of people, the very last bit of nature that
was left virgin. A drive to new technological  progress ought to be constantly healed
through compensating technologies. The circle becomes vicious.

How do we stop the vicious progression in which we are completely sacrificing every bit
of our nature? The answer is irresolutely nature. We ought to engage with now and
effortfully. Recultivating our nature is the only hinder to the vicious circle in which the
mechanization and later our softwarization can be black circuit. As we become elements
of the mechanical beast society has now even provided with a brain, has this brain start
thinking of its own and projecting on us its monstruosity, it is time now to reborn into
natural beings before we ourselves turn into either innocent grass to fee the machine or
small beasts.

As humanity is thus polarizing, humans should make a great effort to demonstrate their
natural  autonomy.  Check  in  the  nature  within  and  progressively  recover  a  natural
domain to express a last glimpse of humanity. Only from there you might be able to
project back the power and more over the spirituality of a human nature on the verge to
dissolve in the blood of its own Frankenstein creation, an enforced social construction
killing of all human talents. And now this talent should be used as an Ulysses against it
the return to our fatherland shall be placed as our main priority.


